Abstract
The possibility of using electric drives to improve safety is presented. Several opportunities were identified and discussed briefly. In particular, two use cases are analyzed in detail: first to accelerate the lead vehicle to prevent or mitigate a rear-end collision and second, to control speed for mitigation of collision risk with oncoming vehicles during evasive maneuvers. Significant safety benefit was estimated in both cases and hence, a strong opportunity is seen for adding safety related value to electrified vehicles at little extra cost.
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1 Introduction
1.1 The push for electrification
Over the past several decades, there has been a rapid increase in the mobility of the world population. A consequence of this is that there has been increasing CO$_2$ emissions due to transportation. Coupled with an increasing awareness of climate change among the general public, this has resulted in increasing pressure on vehicle manufacturers to reduce CO$_2$ emissions. Vehicle manufacturers have investigated numerous approaches to this including electrification, alternative fuel sources, downsizing, etc. Among these, vehicle electrification has emerged as the most promising option due to a variety of reasons. Studies investigating the capabilities of electrified drivetrains have shown that they have a strong potential to reduce greenhouse gases [1, 2]. Additionally, public agencies have also been pushing for electrification with tax rebates for electrified vehicles. However, despite all these, electrified vehicles have not really captured the market.

A study done in 2009 by the International Energy Agency found that at the current rate of growth in electrified vehicle sales, we will miss the target sales numbers needed to successfully mitigate global warming in the year 2030 ([3], Fig. 1). A more recent study done in 2012 shows that even accounting for and assuming that countries adopt and stick to the new policies that have been announced for carbon reduction, we would still miss the electrified vehicle sales targets by a significant margin [4].

The low sales are largely due to customer reluctance to invest in electrified vehicles due to a number of reasons including high initial cost, range anxiety, lack of charging infrastructure, etc. It is clear therefore...
that some form of added incentive is needed to make electrified vehicles attractive to consumers.

1.2 The need for increased safety

Another consequence of increasing mobility of the world population is that there is now also an increasing focus on traffic safety. As a result, numerous targets on reducing traffic fatalities and/or injuries have been set by various public agencies. For example, Sweden has the Vision Zero which aims to completely eliminate traffic fatalities by 2020 [5] and the UK has similar goals [6]. Several cities in the US have also adopted a similar Vision Zero goal [7, 8, 9, 10]. Similarly, the European Commission had a target to halve the number of traffic fatalities between 2001-10 which it failed to meet [11]. The EU has now set another goal to halve the traffic fatalities between 2010-20 and current trends suggest that the EU will fail to meet this target as well [12].

In order to achieve these ambitious safety targets, future approaches to safety must not only consider, but exploit the new sensors, the information sources and the actuators that will be available in the cars of the future. Given that electrified vehicles seem to be needed and inevitable, one of major new actuators that will be available in the cars of tomorrow is: electric drives. This in turn leads us to the question (and the topic of this paper): can electric drives be used to improve traffic safety and if yes, how?

2 The electric drive advantage

To understand how electric drives can be used to improve safety, it is first important to understand how electric drives are different from traditional internal combustion (IC) engines in their capabilities. In this section, some of the advantages of electric drives over IC engines that are relevant for improving safety are reviewed.

2.1 Expansion of vehicle dynamic capability

Electric drives have much faster response when compared to traditional IC engines. Up to 200 ms might be required to just open the throttle actuator in some vehicles whereas electric drives can have response times as low as tens of milliseconds [13]. In addition, there are additional significant response times due to the dynamics of the drivetrain: inertia of the engine; spooling up of the turbocharger (if one is fitted); switching to the appropriate gear and so on. Electric drives on the other hand don’t typically share these issues and can respond very quickly which is useful in emergency situations.

Since the peak performance of electric drives are, generally speaking, constrained by heat dissipation, they can be adapted to deliver higher performance than normal for brief periods which is useful in safety critical situations where fast, reliable and large magnitude actuator inputs are needed.

Since brake based interventions have to be limited in duration due to heating issues, they are usually only done at the last moments before a potential accident and are typically harsh. With electric drives on the other hand, due to the continuous operational capability, they can be used early on in safety critical situations to perform soft interventions. Additionally, their bi-directional nature means that errors can...
be quickly corrected for, leading to robust interventions. These features also make them suitable for continuous interventions in order to adapt the vehicle behavior to the situation or the driver leading to improved safety and comfort.

The ability of electric drives to apply tractive force on an axle quickly and reliably can be used in conjunction with differential braking to achieve the effect of torque vectoring. Torque vectoring has significant benefits over traditional differential braking for lateral and yaw control applications. First, due to the non-linear way in which the lateral and longitudinal tire forces add up, there is an inherent benefit in being able to distribute tire forces equitably. This can be achieved with torque vectoring since it can propel one of the wheels at an axle and brake the other at the same time. Secondly, this also enables torque vectoring to apply high yaw moments than differential braking alone possibly can. These in turn lead to a better tradeoff between global lateral force and yaw moment capabilities at the vehicle level as well. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 which shows the normalized global vehicle forces achievable, assuming the vehicle is in an on-limit cornering maneuver for a system with brakes alone (Fig. 2a) and a system with brakes and electric drives, i.e., torque vectoring (Fig. 2b). As can be seen, when applying the same yaw moment ($M^g_z = 0.4$) with differential braking, only 50% of the maximum lateral force capacity is retained ($F^g_y = 0.5$) whereas with torque vectoring, up to 70% is retained ($F^g_y = 0.7$) which represents a 40% improvement over the differential braking case.
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(a) Global force tradeoff with differential braking  
(b) Global force tradeoff with differential braking and electric drives

Fig. 2: Global vehicle forces

### 2.2 Enhanced controllability

The quick response time of electric drives allows for much finer control of slip in both braking and traction. For instance, in [14], the authors found a 7% reduction in braking distances using the electric drives for anti-lock braking actuation alone.

The bi-directional nature of electric drives allows for more robust control as it enables quick corrections to be performed using the same actuator. With brakes or engines on the other hand, the control will need to be conservative since any errors in control with either actuator will need to be corrected for with the other actuator. In addition, since both actuators have much slower and different response times, correcting for errors is not as easy as with electric drives either.

The ability of electric drives to operate continuously (as opposed to brakes) can be useful in performing in continuous interventions. Their quick response time and bi-directional nature only serve to make them more attractive for this application. For instance, in [15], the possibility of using electric torque vectoring for improving the yaw response of the vehicle was investigated and was found to be effective.

Another investigation done in [16] which investigated the potential of torque vectoring for lateral control
Fig. 3: Frequency response plots for yaw rate and lateral acceleration using front wheel steering (FWS), torque vectoring used direct yaw control (DYC) and torque vectoring used for yaw response control (YRC). Vehicle speed is 120 km/h. (From [16])

and transient response improvement found that torque vectoring can achieve nearly the same performance or better as steering. It had some added benefit in terms of attenuation of high frequency disturbances in the lateral acceleration response characteristics (Fig. 3b). For transient response improvement on the other hand, torque vectoring was found to be very well suited as it significantly increased the bandwidth both for yaw rate and lateral acceleration response, reduced the phase shift and left the steady state response unchanged (Fig. 3a).

3 Enhanced intervention opportunities

The benefits associated with electric drives can be exploited to perform enhanced interventions in various accident scenarios to improve safety. Shown below are some of these use cases and how electric drives can be used to improve safety in each of them. In each of the following illustrations and scenarios, the vehicle labelled ‘H’ represents the host vehicle, i.e., the vehicle with the electric drive and the vehicle labelled ‘B’ represents the bullet vehicle or the obstacle that represents the threat.

Shown in Fig. 4 is the frontal collision scenario wherein the host vehicle is the following vehicle and brakes automatically to avoid or mitigate the collision. As noted in [17, 18], typical hydraulic brakes can take up to 700 ms to build up to full brake pressure from zero when braking is done autonomously. This delay can be reduced when the electric drives are used for braking as well. Furthermore, as previously mentioned, the improved ABS and slip actuation that can be done using electric drives can result in a result in a braking distance reduction of up to 7%.
Figure 5 shows the frontal collision scenario once again with the host vehicle being the following vehicle which performs an evasive steering maneuver to avoid the collision. Here, assuming the driver performs the intervention, the electric drive in combination with differential braking can be used to perform torque vectoring to enhance the responsiveness while at the same time stabilizing the vehicle. In the first part of this maneuver, it is often necessary to brake the rear inner wheel and propel the rear outer wheel to enhance the yaw response of the vehicle. However, in this extreme maneuver, typically the inner rear wheel has little to no load leading to brake interventions on the same to be ineffective. Hence the presence of an electric drive to propel the outer wheel can be very useful in this maneuver.

Figure 6 shows a rear-end collision scenario case with an obstacle in front of the host vehicle as well. In this case, the driver has to accelerate and perform a lane change at the same time to avoid the accident. Due to the complexity of the maneuver, any assistance that can be provided to the driver is likely to have a significant safety impact. Differential braking alone is not likely to be helpful since it would slow the vehicle down and increase the risk of being struck from behind. IC engines are too slow to respond and hence cannot be used here. Electric drives on the other hand, in combination with differential braking can assist in both acceleration and lateral control of the vehicle in this scenario.

Acceleration using the electric drives can be used in side swipe collisions as well to improve safety. Two variants of side swipe collisions are shown in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7a, the host vehicle cuts in front of the bullet vehicle with little distance between them. In Fig. 7b, the bullet vehicle cuts in behind the host vehicle with too small a margin. In both cases, crucially, the host vehicle is ahead making acceleration the suitable
solution. In these cases, the end goal is not necessarily to increase speed but rather to increase the margin of distance between the vehicles thereby preventing the collision. This can be done with a less severe intervention that may even not be apparent to the driver.

![Intersection accidents](Fig. 8: Intersection accidents)

A small collection of intersection accidents are shown in Fig. 8. Functionality to brake the vehicle when appropriate in the event of such collisions are already on the market. However, if the speed is high or when detection happens late or depending on the specific case, braking might no longer be a suitable option and speeding up might become necessary. In such a case, the electric drive, and perhaps differential braking to guarantee stability, might be necessary to avoid the accident.

![Loss of control accidents](Fig. 9: Loss of control accidents)

Two loss of control accidents (understeer and oversteer) are shown in Fig. 9. While differential braking is pretty effective in dealing with oversteer, due to the severe nature of such accidents, increased effectiveness is still welcome. Electric drives in combination with differential braking can significantly increase the yaw moment magnitude that can be applied thereby making the intervention more effective. For understeer intervention on the other hand, the ability of electric drive to propel the outer rear wheel which has the most traction can lead to large improvements in safety. Differential braking alone on the rear axle is not always very effective for understeer mitigation.
4 Case study: The rear-end collision scenario

4.1 Accelerate to mitigate or prevent being struck from behind

With regards to being able to use electrified drivetrains for active safety interventions, the rear-end collision scenario is one of the simplest and yet most promising accident scenarios. This case is shown in Fig. 10 where the host vehicle is the lead vehicle in a rear-end collision scenario.

Fig. 10: Accelerate to avoid rear-end collision

The rear-end collision is one of the most accident types that occur in the world accounting for 29.7% of all accidents in the US in the year 2000. In the same year, approximately 2.2% of all licensed drivers in the US were involved in rear-end collisions and of those drivers involved in all types of crashes, 36% were involved in rear-end collisions alone [19].

While the Automatic Emergency Braking (AEB) system is already very effective in this scenario and, according to one study, can be expected to prevent and mitigate up to 35% and 53% of all such accidents respectively [20], the remaining accidents still account for a large number of accidents since this is one of the most commonly occurring accidents. These accidents could potentially be improved by a speed control intervention that accelerates the lead vehicle when a collision becomes imminent.

Such a hypothetical active safety system (henceforth termed the Automatic Emergency Acceleration system (AEA)) that moves the lead vehicle forward to prevent or mitigate a collision was envisioned and evaluated in [21]. The goal of this intervention is two-fold: first, to reduce the relative velocity between the vehicles when the collision occurs and second, to provide increased braking distance for the following vehicle if it has already started braking. The quick response time of the electric drive as compared to that of IC engines [13] is of particular benefit here. The focus of this investigation was the kinematics of the intervention and the scenario and the associated safety benefit that could be expected. Other topics such as detection, epidemiological analysis, driver interaction, etc. were discussed briefly but not analyzed in detail.

Further analysis of accident statistics pertaining to rear-end collisions shows that approximately 70% of rear-end collisions involve an impact speed of less than 30 km/h [22], 70% have a speed difference of less than 15 km/h [23] and between 70% to 90% involve stationary lead vehicles [24, 25]. In other words, rear-end collisions predominantly involve low speeds and that makes electric drives particularly well suited for interventions in this scenario.

Several simplifying assumptions were made to limit the scope of work. The acceleration capability of the vehicle was assumed to be limited by the grip at an axle instead of motor sizing. Given that electric motors can for brief periods supply torques much higher than their steady state rated torques, and that typically, only one of the axles is driven, a peak acceleration of 0.5 m/s² was assumed. The lead vehicle was assumed to be able to reliably detect the following vehicle and also able to ensure that it is safe to accelerate in the scenario. Simplified parameterized actuator models were used consisting of an initial delay, a ramp up phase and a steady state phase were used in the analysis and simulation.

Using these assumptions, activation timings for the AEA were derived such that AEA only kicks in when it determines that collision avoidance is no longer physically possible by the following vehicle alone. Simulations were then performed using this system and the results from the same are shown in Fig. 11.
(a) Estimated velocity reduction capabilities for AEB on following vehicle, AEA on the lead vehicle and a combination of the two.

(b) Estimated velocity reduction capabilities for AEB on following vehicle, when lead vehicle moves forward by 2m without a net speed increase.

Fig. 11: Velocity reduction capabilities for the AEA. From [21]

As can be seen from Fig. 11a, even with conservative activation timings, the AEA system alone can achieve velocity reductions of up to 15 km/h when the following vehicle does not brake at all. When used in conjunction with AEB on the following vehicle, rear-end collisions with relative speeds up to 75 km/h can be completely avoided which represents a 45 km/h improvement over the outcome for the same case when AEB alone is used. These large velocity reductions achieved when the following vehicle brakes as well is in large part due to the fact that acceleration now not only reduces the relative speed, but also increases the braking distance available to the following vehicle.

Since just forward displacement of the lead vehicle can result in a safety benefit and since acceleration of the lead vehicle may not always be possible or advisable, a case of just moving the lead vehicle forward by a fixed distance without significantly increasing the final velocity is investigated. The expected velocity reduction from such an intervention when the lead is moved forward by 2 m (approximately half the length of a small car) is shown in Fig. 11b. As can be seen, up to 20 km/h speed reduction over that of AEB alone can be achieved which represents over a 50% improvement over the AEB.

In terms of safety, the AEA system can have a large impact even with relatively small velocity reductions. The most frequently sustained injury type in rear-end crashes is the whiplash injury [26]. Several factors can influence the whiplash injury risk in these crashes, chief among them being impact severity and occupant head posture [27]. Studies on whiplash injury risk based on data from real life crashes estimate that a reduction in change of velocity of 5 km/h for the struck vehicle can decrease the risk of sustaining whiplash symptoms lasting for more than one month by up to 65% [28]. In terms of initial symptoms the same amount of reduction in change of velocity could decrease the risk by up to 40% [28]. The potential injury risk reduction from a relatively small decrease in velocity change with AEA is therefore large.

Another potential contribution to the safety benefit could be the influence of the pre-collision acceleration on head posture. Occupant head posture with respect to the head restraint has been investigated in the past and several studies have suggested that increased distance between the head and head restraint is associated with increased risk of a whiplash injury [29, 30]. Although it remains unknown how much rearward head motion would be induced by the acceleration of the AEA system, the resulting head repositioning has the prospective safety benefit of reducing whiplash injury risk by decreasing head-to-head restraint distance before impact.

Numerous practical difficulties remain which restrict the implementation or operation of such a system. For instance, the liability involved in speeding up in a safety critical situation can be expected to be a
major obstacle for adoption of such a system. Several options exist to allay such concerns. First is the less risky option of moving the vehicle forward instead of outright acceleration as shown in Fig. 11b. Another possibility is to use diluted versions of the AEA functions which instead of performing autonomous acceleration, could instead warn the driver and assist the driver if and when he/she tries to accelerate. This approach still takes advantage of the quick response of the electric motors but reduces liability as it offloads the decision making responsibility to the driver.

4.2 Mitigation of secondary collision risk in evasive maneuvers for rear-end collision avoidance

Another more sophisticated use case for improved safety using electric drives is the possibility of speed control in evasive maneuvers to reduce the risk of secondary collisions with oncoming vehicles. This scenario has been investigated in detail in [31, 32] and is illustrated in Fig. 12.

![Fig. 12: Mitigation of secondary collision risk when performing evasive steering for rear-end collision avoidance](image)

Here, the driver of the host vehicle performs an evasive steering maneuver to avoid the obstacle without any fore-knowledge of whether the adjacent lane is free. If it turns out that the adjacent lane contains a bullet vehicle, then the task of the novel safety system here would be to minimize the risk of collision with the oncoming vehicle while also assisting the driver in completing the maneuver and return to the original lane. The host vehicle is only assumed to be able to detect the oncoming vehicle after the bullet vehicle is within its line of sight partway through the maneuver.

An idealized analysis was done in [31] to better understand the maneuver kinematics and estimate the maximum safety that can be achieved using electric drivetrains. It was found that under certain conditions characterized by long obstacles and large ratios of oncoming vehicle to host vehicle speeds, there is a safety benefit from maintaining speed through the maneuver. In such extreme maneuvers, typically differential braking is used to stabilize the vehicle. However, this also slows the vehicle down which is detrimental in this case. Here, the electric drive can be used to counteract this slowdown and thereby improve safety. Additionally, an electric drive can be used to achieve torque vectoring which would be useful in stabilizing or improving the responsiveness of the vehicle through the maneuver as required.

A more realistic investigation is done in [32] wherein closed loop controllers for lateral control were designed and evaluated in simulation. Explicit speed control is not done in this case since that would require significantly more environmental information which cannot always be guaranteed to be available. Lateral control on the other hand requires much less information and can be performed in almost all cases. As such, this can be seen as a fallback solution when speed control cannot be done and needs to be very robust and reliable. The steering intervention was varied in severity in order to evaluate the performance of the controller across a range of steering interventions.

Figure 13 shows the results from the simulations with the closed loop controllers. As can be seen, three actuator sets were compared in two different scenarios; scenario A where maintaining speed is expected to have a large safety benefit and scenario B where decreasing speed is expected to be of benefit. It can be seen that in scenario A, differential brakes at best do no worse that steering and at worst make
the maneuver less safe by slowing down the vehicle too much. Torque vectoring on the other hand, consistently improves safety since it can perform lateral control without slowing the vehicle down.

In scenario B, while differential braking consistently improves safety (and even prevents the vehicle from spinning out), torque vectoring does no worse and matches the performance of differential braking. This is because, while it does not slow the vehicle (which is worse in this scenario), it makes up for it by being able to supply higher yaw moment magnitudes as compared to differential braking.

Consequently, the addition of an electric drive or a dedicated torque vectoring system is seen to make lateral control interventions robust against variations in steering. Therefore, torque vectoring can act as an effective redundancy for steering which is likely to become important in modern cars with autonomous or assist functions where the driver can be out of the loop.

5 Conclusions

In conclusion, a need was seen for added value in electrified vehicles to make them more attractive to consumers. The possibility of achieving the same by having novel or enhanced active safety functions through the use of electric drives was investigated.

It was seen that electric drives can be used to expand the dynamic capability of the vehicle which in turn can be exploited to enhance existing or develop novel active safety functions. Several such opportunities were identified, some of which are discussed briefly in Section 3. Two specific use cases for improving safety in the rear-end collision scenario are analysed in detail in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. It was found that strong safety benefits can be achieved in both cases using electric drives.

Consequently, a strong opportunity is seen for adding safety related value to electrified vehicles at little to no extra cost.
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